Introduction Line 14 on page 5: '…while been incorporated…' does not make sense. I think, as the study challenges the validity of the HPAT, and particularly the interpersonal understanding section of the HPAT, some information within the introduction section relating to the development of the HPAT would be helpful. This should perhaps include some focus on how the interpersonal understanding section was developed and why it is believed to measure aspects which might relate to empathy. Methods Within the study instruments section it might be useful to include what additional information was collected about participants, other than the HPAT and JSPE. Age, gender, year of programme and year HPAT was taken. I might expect a reporting of the internal consistency of the JSPE in this study. Results The JSPE can be split into factors including compassionate care, standing in the patients shoes and perspective taking. Did the authors consider including these subscales within their analysis? I wonder whether for example, standing in the patients shoes may have related more to HPAT section 2? Discussion Typo: page 13, line 56 -should be JSPE? Page 14, line 25 -27, '…present results, which not directly addressing this argument,…..' does not make sense. I wonder whether adding a brief discussion regarding the difference between the concepts measured by HPAT section 2 (interpersonal skills) and how this may differ / have similarities to the concept of empathy measured by the JSPE may add to the discussion? 
REVIEWER

GENERAL COMMENTS
This is an interesting and useful article which examines associations between medical school entrance tests and medical student empathy. It raises questions about the utility of such entrance tests. In its current form, however, it is somewhat limited but could be enhanced. General points: Introduction: The authors describe the factorial structure of the JSE arising from the study by Stansfield which indicated a fourfold structure. Hojat's original conception of the JSE, and which has been extremely widely accepted, encompassed three components: Perspective Taking, Compassionate Care and Standing in the Patient's Shoes. We are not told whether either structure was used in any analysis, instead relationships are examined in terms of the total JSE score. This begs the question as to why the factorial structure was outlined at the outset. Although it is common for only the total score of the JSE to be used, it would be helpful if the authors described any association between the three sections of the HPAT and the components or factors of the JSE. Methods: The cross sectional nature of the study, given the time span for some respondents is problematic, this the authors acknowledge. We are told that questionnaires were distributed during lectures, we have to assume that these were paper based. But what were the circumstances under which students participated…during lecture time or in their own time? We are not told whether incentives were offered. Analysis and Results: It may be useful to present separate correlation analyses ( Consistency is needed in referring to the JSE/JSPE: the current convention appears to be JSE. The three sections of the HPAT are described on page 5 and are presented on Table 1 , however it would be helpful for readers not familiar with the HPAT if these could be labelled up in some way because in the text, eg top of page 8, and later tables they are simply referred to as Section 1, Section 2. P13 line 49 "Other instruments… tense incorrect.
